REDEFINE THE RELATIONSHIP TO YOUR BODY,
HEAL YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO FOOD, DISCOVER YOUR
SACRED SELF & AWAKEN TO AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE.
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What is it?
A 7-month deep-dive Women’s Health & Life
Group Coaching Immersion Program designed to
support you in creating an entirely new
relationship to your body, to food and to your life!

Through this hybrid, multi-dimensional,
comprehensive experience, you’ll take an
incredibly expansive journey into your body, mind
and soul.

Cultivate profound and rich healing from the
inside-out, nourish and heal your relationship to
food, fully awaken your soul, step into your power,
embody your greatness and create an expansive
relationship to your life!

Inside this intimate container full of
accountability and support, you'll learn & grow
alongside 11 other women who all want to heal,
support and help each other evolve.

Group Coaching is an exponential accelerator.
Coaching changes lives. And Group Coaching
does it even faster!

EMPOWER YOUR MIND.
EXPAND YOUR SOUL.
ELEVATE YOUR LIFE.

Hi Beauty!
You are here because of divine orchestration. You’ve been on a courageous

journey of healing, and your next endeavor on this path to awakening has

arrived. Welcome. You are exactly where you’re supposed to be.

Every piece of your life journey puzzle has been put in precise place to

prepare you for this moment. You’re ready to step forward in your life in a big

way. You’re ready to witness and evolve into the next version of yourself.

You’re ready to step into your greatness. You’re ready to experience life in a

new, empowered, confident, deeply nourished and soulfully connected way.

Feel the truth of this: You are a gift in this world- a unique expression of love

and light on this planet. The essence of you, the you-ness of you, the entirety

of your whole being has been put on this earth for a very divine purpose. The

time is now, Beauty. To love yourself fully, step into your greatness, own your

power and create a life you absolutely love, in a body you love!

Where Are You Now?
At battle with your body, lacking confidence & self-esteem.

Exhausted from the bully brain’s repetitive cycle of negative thoughts.

Feeling out of control with food.

Confused by all the contradictory food information out there and don't what what to eat!

The obsession with food and your weight is consuming your mind.

Struggling with emotional, compulsive, binge & stress eating.

Jumping from diet to diet and nothing works. You want off of the dieting roller coaster.

You're exhausted and hating yourself.

You want to be free from this mental food and body prison.

Sick of the negative thoughts weighing you down.

You want to feel a deeper connection to yourself, to your life, and to a community of
sisterhood, of other women who are experiencing the same thing.

Desperately wanting to get back to the YOU you know you are deep down inside.

You want a more positive outlook on life and you want to feel good.

Desperately want to show up in life feeling more aligned, authentic happy and energized.

You're in constant question of your intuition and get stuck in perfectionism,
procrastination and indecision.

Feeling fear hardcore and letting it dictate the choices in your life.

People pleasing, worrying what others think of you & feel the constant need for external
validation.

Feeling unfulfilled in your work or other areas of life and know you’re meant to do
something greater in contribution to this world.

IMAGINE WHAT
LIFE WOULD BE
LIKE IF YOU

lived in
harmony
WITH YOUR
BODY...

You Will Learn How to...
Understand the cultural conditioning that got you to where you are with hating your
body, struggling with food and stuck in despair. And how we change the rules!

Get out of the head and into the body… Make wiser, more intuitive food & lifestyle
choices.

Trust the inner workings of the phenomenon that is your wise body.

Experience a new way of being... to view, feel, experience her from the inside, rather
than the outside.

Be free from the obsession of “weight-loss.” Reach your goals in a way that's simple,
gentle, self-loving & sustainable!

Improve your self-image & gain massive confidence in yourself.

Trust, reconnect & listen to your inner wisdom & intuition.

Tune into your body through the lens of self-love, resulting in more patience, awareness
& kindness.

Create a harmonious relationship to food. Eat what you love without hating yourself.

Be at peace with food. Be in harmony with your body. Be calm in your mind.

Implement sacred soul-care practices & rituals… to deeply nourish and put yourself first.

Shed and shift the “whentality” mindset that keeps you stuck!

Feel WORTHY and ENOUGH right now, just as you are!

Take back your power, be liberated, feel yourself from the inside & live your life fully!

My Mission
It is my dharma, my soul purpose to support you in creating a thriving
relationship to You- on all levels. I teach you how to:

Truly nourish and connect to your body.

Access sacred soul care and step into deep self-love.

Tap into your soul’s purpose & potential, and express it fully in the world.

Illuminate your brilliance to do the work you’re meant to do on this planet.

Embody self-confidence and empowerment

Vision
Group learning is an exponential accelerator. You’re invited to be a part of a
group of women:

Highly committed to seeing their body transform and shift.

Willing to have an entirely different relationship to their life, to their mindset,

to their soul, to their growth.

Ready to live boldly, confidently, and in their power!

Committed to supporting each other rise!

Methodology
Each month has a specific theme and focus. Your body is the vehicle to profound
awakening and optimal health. Through the 5 pillars of food, body, mind, soul &
life (purpose), you’ll experience a new, extraordinary relationship to your life.

Program Features
21 2-hour Deep-Dive Group Coaching

Private Facebook Group with unlimited

Sessions on Zoom (calls are recorded so

and ongoing support from myself, our

don’t worry if you have to miss a class)

guest facilitators and our brilliant group
of women.

8 Educational Video Modules.
6 Special Live VIP Retreat Days in Long
Online Classroom - Trello

Beach!

Custom 14-Day Clean Eating Cleanse
complete with all the meal plans, food,

Guest Co-Facilitators and

resources, accountability.

Expert Speakers

Hand Crafted Customized Welcome

1 Spa Day at the luxurious SOJO Spa in

Package with Surprise Gifts

New Jersey!! (because no woman’s self
care is complete without a spa day)

6 Private One-On-One Coaching
Sessions (1x month)

7 Months of Unlimited Yoga Classes at
Love Integration Yoga in Long Beach.
Take class with Stephanie on Friday

Complimentary Access to 6 Live

nights and with other teachers

Exclusive New Moon Woman’s Circles

throughout the week

Comped Access to 12 Live Women’s

Lifetime Membership to the RFPL

Conscious-Raising Groups

Alumni Group Online Community.

Guided Meditations and Visualizations-

1 Exclusive Yoga & Meditation Retreat &

- both live and recorded.

Adventure Experience in the Catskills in
April to complete our 7-month journey
together. Includes accommodation,

Concierge Style Support throughout

home-cooked meals, yoga, meditation,

the Program- via email and What’s App,

spiritual talks, hiking, nature, play, circle

as needed.

gathering, sweet sisterhood, sacred selfcare, soul nourishment. The ultimate
experience to fully & intimately
complete our journey together!

New Moon Woman’s Circles

Women coming together in ritual is a powerful healing for the individual and
collective soul.

Consider this your time for sacred soul care. It's a space for women to consciously
gather in community with one another to be heard, held, felt, seen and lovingly
supported by our collective sisterhood.

Every month when the moon is new we get to start fresh. Initiating a new chapter,
it's a time to hit pause on your busy life and retreat inward to renew, restore and
reconnect back to yourself. In doing so you're inspired to focus on specific
intentions you desire for your life and the cycle ahead.

This New Moon ceremony encourages you to shed your armor, soften and breathe.
It's an opportunity to be fully in your own skin, embrace the exploration of your inner
world, and emerge with insight and deepened embodiment to stand firmly in your
own truth.

In these Circles, you can expect a sensuous, sacred space of sisterhood with heart.
These "moon"thly ritualistic ceremonies include heartfelt connection, guided
meditation & visualization, warm candlelight, soulful sharing, powerful intention
setting, ritual creation, Goddess Guidance Card & Earth Magic Card readings, sage,
crystals, essential oils, sound bath, music, herbal tea, chocolate, and more held on or
near the New Moon each month.

Month One
FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS ON THE FOOD FRONT & BEYOND

We begin with a gentle 14-day Clean Eating Cleanse, clearing out your body for a complete reset.

Detoxify your liver, boost your immune system and jump start your digestion. Creating a clean

vessel will give you energy you didn’t even know you had! You’ll uncover your intrinsic motivation,

focus, the motivation to stay on track and profound inspiration to ride the wave of

accomplishment, thus creating the life you love! Your body is the vehicle to everything you desire.

Get back to basics. Discover how to simplify and enjoy the process of eating well.

Learn Coach Steph’s Integrative Approach to a balanced and sustainable diet.

Identify which foods you’re sensitive to & which foods your body needs to thrive.

Crowd Out inflammatory, immune-suppressing foods & Crowd In nourishing,
supportive foods.

Incorporate super-foods for optimal energy.

Food & Mood: learn the correlation between what you eat and how you feel.

Get the complete cleanse guide, meal plans and recipes.

Implement the powerful practice of Mindful Eating.

Month Two
SUSTAINABILITY, MANAGING CRAVINGS &
INTUITIVELY EATING WITH EASE

The momentum from month one leads us right into phase two where you’ll learn how to

incorporate sustainable systems in order to experience long-lasting change. Discover your

own bio-individuality with food, eat what you love without beating yourself up for it, end the

cycle of dieting, understand and navigate your cravings with control, lean into greater self-

love and body-wisdom.

Bio-Individuality- discover what your specific needs are for your unique body.

Release all your confusion about food.

Discover the concepts of Primary Food & Secondary Food to forever change your
relationship to food.

Ditch the Diet Mentality and learn how it’s been keeping you stuck your whole life.

Forget the calorie counting & discover a new approach to health & weight-loss.

Discover the principles of eating intuitively and trusting what your body is asking for.

Cravings- listen, understand & navigate through them with ease.

Create your individualized plan for long-term sustainability & keep the momentum
going!

Month Three
HEALING EMOTIONAL & COMPULSIVE EATING,
CULTIVATING SELF-LOVE & INTUITIVE MOVEMENT

Here we go another layer into the body by diving deep into emotional & compulsive eating,

illuminating and clearing out the patterns keeping you stuck, learning how to implement

profoundly nourishing self-care practices and leaning into the movement your body is craving.

Discover the root causes of emotional & compulsive eating.

Learn the proven systems & tools to overcome impulses & reduce stress-related
eating patterns.

Understand the true mechanism behind will-power & self-control and why it doesn’t
work.

Learn how your body hears everything the mind says & it’s profound impact on you.

Mirror Exercises to release body shame & get back into loving relationship with
yourself.

Discover deeply nourishing self-care practices to cultivate compassion, patience,
self-love, forgiveness and feminine empowerment.

Shift from an “Outside-in” to an “Inside-out” perspective to deeply embody
yourself.

Intuitive Movement Invitation: Take up a new practice, feeding your body the
movement it craves

Month Four
SACRED SOUL CARE, HEALTHY BOUNDARIES,
HONORING YOUR EMOTIONS

Woman empowered! This is where you reconnect to that powerful, strong, confident,
grounded woman you are!! The journey home to yourself is through the soul. Into the soul we
go to uncover and commune with the wise internal guidance system that lives within. Intuition
is the greatest compass you’ll ever own; it’s your primary roadmap and always with you. You’ll
learn how to listen to the sacred messages of the soul, take aligned action and trust in cocreative guidance. You’ll implement healthy boundaries, honor and respect your emotions,
deepen the connections around you, and learn the simplest approach to meditation.

Self-Care practices. Put yourself first

Develop energetic, emotional,

and release guilt!

physical & spiritual boundaries for
self-preservation.

Find new ways of self-nourishment to
keep your cup full and take action!

Own Your “No”: Learn how to say No
confidently and stand up for yourself!

Set clear boundaries to prioritize you
The Language of Emotion: learn how
Learn how to trust your inner

to identify an emotion, spot in the

guidance & release the need for

body, articulate it, express it and

external validation

request support accordingly.

Gain freedom from comparison,

Learn deep permission-giving,

perfectionism and the impulse to

respect and reverence for your

people please.

emotions.

Energetic Upgrades: get rid of the

30 Day Mindfulness Experience:

energetic drains & stop “shoulding”

meditation, breath-work &

all over yourself.

visualization.

Month Five
THE MASTERY OF LANGUAGE, LEVERAGING YOUR MINDSET &
FIERCELY FACING YOUR FEARS

This phase is all about the power of your mind, the thoughts you choose to think, the words

you choose to speak and the impact that has on your life. Your words matters. You’ll learn

how to master your mindset, gain control over your thoughts, choose empowered language

and leverage these upgrades to achieve the desired outcomes of your life. Discover the part

fear plays in the big picture and how to move forward in the direction of your goals,

confidently and empowered.

Masaru Emoto Experiment: Discover the physiological effects language has on
your body.

Identify the core limiting beliefs & disempowering patterns that keep you stuck.

Positive Affirmations & Positive Thinking Reframe to increase positive self-talk
and dismantle negative rumination.

Learn the basic Law of Attraction principles.

Understand frequency, energy & abundance.

Learn the tools to gain control over your mind, shed thoughts & beliefs not
serving you.

Discover how to cozy up to fear, face it head on, co-exist harmoniously & move
beyond it

Let go of Decision Paralysis and learn how to make informed, confident
decisions.

Step outside of your comfort zones & put yourself out there.

Learn the Action-Confidence Formula to prevent self-doubt & fear of rejection
from ever stopping you again

Month Six & Seven
HIGHEST SELF VISION SETTING, RETREAT EXPERIENCE &
COURSE PROGRAM INTEGRATION

In this final month, we gather together in the Catkills for an intimate transformative

experience in nature. We reflect on all the changes and growth that has occurred, and set the

GPS for what you’d like the future to bring. What does it look and feel like when you are

vibrating at the highest octave possible? What’s possible when you commit to owning your

greatness? We get clear and co-create an individualized plan so you continue implementing

all the changes you’ve made after program completion.

Kylego Exercise for tapping into your highest potential possible.

Creative Visualization to envision what your highest self looks & feels like.

A step-by-step process to create a life designed by the highest version of you.

Yoga & Meditation Retreat and Adventure Experience in the Catskills with Stephanie,
Liz Dunne and Prem Savasivananda.

Post-retreat integration phase to set you up for long-term success beyond program
completion.

Who You Will Become...
Finally feeling alive in your body, comfortable in your skin, at peace with food.

A pleasurable approach to healthy eating.

No longer beating yourself up for what you ate, obsessing over every meal or
restricting yourself of what you enjoy.

In the most loving & respectful relationship to yourself.

Listening and trusting the signals and messages of your body!

Feeling a deep rootedness from within and grounded in your intuition.

A strong sense of internal validation.

Confidence and courage in making the right decisions for yourself.

Empowered in your language, fully self-expressed in the world.

Able to confidently articulate your thoughts, needs and desires unapologetically.

Knowing yourself to be the leader of your life.

Having healthy relationships, friendships, partnerships, etc.

You’re in communion to your soul and devoted to inner listening.

Feeling aligned and in co-creation with the abundance of the Universe.

The version of you you were destined to be!

Core Values
The same energy that created this Earth, created you. You are Magic.

Everything in life happens for you, not to you. All experiences, both
negative and positive, are divine assignments- potent opportunities
for growth.

You have all the resources within you right now in this very moment
to move your life forward powerfully.

Learning to trust yourself is the greatest skill you’ll ever acquire &
yields the most miraculous gifts in life.

You’re the leader of your life and your intuition always knows best.
Always.

You did not come to this Earth to suffer. Ease is your natural state.

Your body is waiting for you to love, respect and honor her. She is
constantly communicating with you and yearns for you to listen.

Your body has a tremendous capacity to heal herself, given the right
tools, proper mindset, and self-love!

Your mind creates your reality. You are capable of infinite possibility.
You are a brilliant co-creator in this wild ride we call Life.

My Commitments to You
To guide you in becoming the absolute happiest, healthiest, most

vibrant version of yourself.

To walk side by side with you in illuminating your power and

brilliance.

To support and inspire you with everything I have through an

incredibly transformative healing process.

To continually remind you of what is possible, encouraging you

stretch beyond your limitations.

To meet you where you’re at and beyond!

To see and celebrate you at your potential.

To hold the vision of you at your highest capacity so you can

successfully achieve all of the desired outcomes of your life.

To bring you back home to yourself, into your inner knowing,

unwavering in your confidence, aligned in your authenticity, and

standing in your power, unapologetically.

" I don’t wait anymore for the scale to tell
me when and how to live my life! "
TALI H.

After the passing of my father several years ago, I fell into a depression and began
struggling with emotional and binge eating. I was using food to numb my feelings and
struggled with getting my body to my desired weight. This became exhausting, stressful
and painful. I wanted my life back, I wanted my smile back and most importantly I wanted
my Tali back.

When I met with Stephanie for the first time, I knew immediately she was someone I could
connect to. I felt comfortable and safe to open up to her. I had no hesitations, but I knew
this was going to be a lot of hard work and I was willing and ready to put my all into it!

Six months after working with Stephanie I can feel again! I feel happiness, I feel love, I feel
my body telling me things, I can hear my intuition and I trust myself. I am not ashamed
anymore of feeling pain, sadness and grief and I don’t try to cover the feelings up. I’ve
learned how to forgive myself and I’m starting to love myself!!! Imperfections and all! All of
this has given me so much strength! It gave me the ability to go and chase my dreams and
sign up for yoga teacher training!

I don’t wait anymore for the scale to tell me when and how to live my life. When I have a day
where I want to binge, I don’t take a pack of laxatives anymore. Instead, I go for a walk,
meditate or say my mantras. I never knew how helpful this could be. I’ve learned how to
give myself what I need in the moment, let go of all-or-nothing thinking, control my
impulses, make healthier choices and show myself love. I now live my life in the present
moment!

Stephanie has been amazing and her passion for this work really shows. I never felt
embarrassed or uncomfortable to share anything with her. She really creates a safe
environment. I recommend the experience of coaching to everybody! We all need guidance
in our lives.

" From construction engineer to industryleading professional cuddler... "
SAMANTHA V.

Working with Stephanie has been exhilarating and life changing. She is the real deal. She takes
coaching to a whole new level. From my transition as a construction engineer to pursuing my fulltime business as a professional cuddler and coach, I couldn't ask for a better partner to
encourage me and help facilitate as many breakthroughs as I've had over the two years I’ve been
working with her.

With her guidance, I've come to really understand the how's and why's of what's going on inside
my own head, heart and gut. This has been essential and the main reason I’ve felt so empowered
with shifting my career to something I value and am fulfilled in doing. I’ve made quick and
effortless progress in my business and mindset shift.

In our time together, I’ve learned a lot about how I show up and what energy I bring into my life.
I'm more intentional about the food I put into my body, I'm calmer in my business decisions, and I
have more fun. I have less frenetic energy and feel more peace with just being. What I’ve learned
through coaching has changed the intentionality of all my actions and the overall progress I've
made— in my business, in my workout plans, in my relationships, etc. Even when I start having my
existential crisis she's able to help me breathe in and dig into myself with discovering and
recreating who I am and how I show up in the world.

Stephanie is the real deal. She is a very deep listener who is not afraid to get to the core of what
needs to be addressed. She’s helped me dive deep into emotional barriers that hold me back.
She's grounded AF and dances with the feminine and masculine energy in how she shows up. She
is so good at shining a light on your gifts, desires, healing insecurities, and she empowers you to
make a lasting and meaningful change in your life.

I work with a therapist alongside coaching with Stephanie, and I can’t recommend this enough.
Here’s why: I can hash out the same topic with Stephanie and my therapist and tear apart very
different pieces of that puzzle. For example, my therapist sees issues I bring in and helps me get
to a stable point, which is all I sometimes need. Stephanie sees issues I bring in and helps me get
them to a point where they're not only issues anymore but I'm empowered with direction to tackle
it head-on.

I recommend coaching with Stephanie to anyone who wants to make a major change in their life
but they're not sure how, or if you have a clear idea of what you want but are struggling to make it
happen. She helps you feel and know that you're capable of figuring it out how.

From drained, irritated and shackled
to calm, fulfilled and forever changed.
MIRANDA S.

Meeting Stephanie was kismet. She is one of the most positive and gentle souls I have
come across. When I met her I was feeling drained, irritated and shackled. I was on autopilot, juggling a business, a family, marriage and aging parents. Finding time for me had
become difficult and almost impossible.

Stephanie helped me break down all these layers and provided useful tools to manage
how I was living. She guided me through ways to practice self care, and inspired and
motivated me to make necessary changes in my life.

She helped me articulate and achieve my goals both big and small, by doing what works
for me. She makes the most difficult and challenging things easy. She guided me with
care, affirmation and positivity. When I was feeling overwhelmed or incapable, she pulled
me up. I left each session feeling I could do anything. She taps into what is inside of us,
and helps it grow one step at a time.

Since working with Stephanie, I can see my thoughts and practices of how I embrace
each day has shifted. I now prioritize differently. Thanks to my time with Stephanie I have
begun to fill my tank, calm my mood and break free of my shackles. Meeting and working
with Stephanie has shifted the course I was on and changed my life forever.

" It is clear that Stephanie was
born to do this work. "
LISA S.

I am a complex person and it has been very hard for me to explain what ails me. I am
extremely fearful and because of past trauma, have trouble knowing what my emotions
are and trusting myself. From day one, Stephanie has been able to handle, support and
help me. She has an intuitive ability to read and speak to wherever I am emotionally and
intellectually at any given moment. I have never felt so fully understood and supported
the way I do in working with Stephanie. She understands complex emotion, goes
extremely deep in order to identify the source of the worry or problem, and address and
analyzes it in a way that is deeply satisfying. I am astounded every single session at how
well she does it. It’s clear her source of knowledge comes from a deep place within her.
She was born to do this work. She truly and genuinely wants to help people. Stephanie
has taught me practical tools I can use to help myself. She’s helped me understand and
manage my emotions, trust myself and move forward.

" I highly recommend her to anyone who wants
to make positive changes in their life! "
KIM K.

After only three sessions, I already feel such a difference! Stephanie is helping me look
at myself in a whole new perspective. I’m starting to feel more confident, and capable of
accomplishing the goals I have set for myself. I highly recommend her to anyone who
wants to make positive changes in their life!

"I’ve become a much better mom, wife, daughter,
teacher and person because of this work"
CHRISTINA L.

I began working with Stephanie after having major back surgery. Not being able to
physically do much was very unfamiliar to me and I needed help with being loving, gentle
and patient with myself— all the things Stephanie helped me with.

Stephanie taught me to get in touch with my body and ask what it needed. Sounds simple
but the concept was foreign to me. I was used to doing what I “should” do and not what I
wanted to do, and most often those should’s were back breaking, vomit inducing
workouts, eating in a very restrictive way and doing for others what they could do for
themselves.

I needed to learn to get back to me and take my life back. I was always giving and here I
was in a place where I couldn’t really give but I had to take. I had to learn that it was okay
to need others and even rely on them.

My therapist recommended Stephanie because while this ties into my therapy work I also
needed a “how to” sometimes almost on a daily basis which Stephanie provided. At first I
was hesitant because I thought I should be able to do this work on my own. But I quickly
learned how coaching was helping me change my lifestyle and I began to see how therapy
and coaching work together and I benefitted from both.

I no longer struggle with “the shoulds”, I give my body what it needs, like naps and
restorative yoga classes, and I don’t beat myself up anymore. I’ve increased my awareness
and learned how to be present in my body. I’ve become a much better mom, wife,
daughter, teacher and person because of this work. I have a healthier relationship not only
with the food but with myself. I’m learning not only to love myself but to like myself.

I recommend this work to anyone who wants to change their lifestyle and become a
happier, healthier version of themselves.

ABOUT

Stephanie

Stephanie Marino is the Founder and Owner of Real Food Pure Love, a Holistic Wellness Company
specializing in Health & Life Coaching. She brings her passion, enthusiasm and extensive knowledge
to coaching women in body nourishment, inner confidence, soul expansion and self-empowerment.
She supports, inspires and guides women in nourishing the relationship to their body, healing their
relationship to food, empowering their minds and deeply connecting to their soul.

In her dynamic (virtual and in-person) coaching practice, based out of Long Island, NY, she
facilitates private and group coaching in the areas of personal and professional growth, spiritual
development, holistic nutrition, emotional/compulsive/binge eating, body image & self-confidence,
lifestyle improvement, self-care, stress and anxiety, mindfulness, meditation, positive mindset and
self-empowerment.

Before starting her company, Stephanie was a New York State Early Childhood Special and General
Education teacher. At age 26, with about 8 years teaching experience and a burning passion to
pursue her newfound purpose, she left the teaching field and enrolled at the world’s largest nutrition
school, Institute for Integrative Nutrition, where she received her Integrative Nutritional Health
Coaching Certification and got certified through the American Association for Drugless
Practitioners (AADP). Her education has equipped her with extensive knowledge and methodology in
holistic nutrition, including vast dietary theory, highly effective health and life coaching techniques,
practical lifestyle management techniques, and a strong focus on preventive lifestyle care.

Being a life-long learner, Stephanie has committed the last 15 years to her ongoing personal,
professional and spiritual development. She’s completed Level 1 & 2 Skills Training in Dialectical
Behavior Therapy (DBT), a therapeutic methodology used in traditional psychotherapy which focuses
on Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation, Interpersonal Relationship and Distress Tolerance. She’s
attained Level 1 & 2 Reiki Certification, is a trained Wild Woman Project Circle Leader through The
Wild Woman Project and completed a 200 hour Yoga Teacher Training in Costa Rica in the summer of
2018 through Satya Embodied Yoga School.

Stephanie has compiled all of her passions, interests and education to create a comprehensive
coaching company dedicated to helping people radically shift, improve and transform their lives.
In her free time, Stephanie enjoys spending time at the beach, hiking, playing with her puppy, Oscar,
keeping a strong meditation practice and practicing yoga at her local studio in Long Beach. When
she’s not in nature, she’s enjoying concerts, live music, spending time with family and friends and
traveling the world.

Stephanie is an advocate for living an energized, passionate and purposeful life. She brings
enthusiasm, inspiration and high-vibe energy to everyone she meets. Her mission is empowering
individuals to elevate to their highest level possible, becoming the best, strongest, most capable
version of themselves so they can know their purpose, realize their potential and share their
brilliance with the world.

Have Questions?
Schedule a complimentary call with Stephanie Marino

Send an email to: info@realfoodpurelove.com

Enrollment is by application only.

There are 12 spots total and each spot is hand selected.

